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PROFILE A 
- CN is PF 
- RPVM to VHHH 
- RPVM visibility 600 meters  
- Depart RPVM RWY 04 MOLOC4P SID 
- CN incapacitated at 100kt call. FO RTO to aircraft stopped 

- Reposition for takeoff again 
- On climb developing significant fuel imbalance (right inner tank low and 

quickly reducing) 
- Actioned QRH FUEL LEAK checklist which lead to engine shutdown, still 

leaking (wing tank leak confirmed) 
- RPVM using VOR 04 with 600M vis cannot. Decided on diversion to 

RPLL. Exercise complete at diversion decision. 

- Reposition to FL380 near RPLC en-route to VHHH 
- FO is PF 
- TCAS RA + FO incapacitated 
- FO re-capacitated as PF + another TCAS RA 

- Fly into volcanic ash cloud 
- Dual engine flame out 
- Actioned QRH VOLCANIC ASH ENCOUNTER checklist 
- Actioned QRH ENG ALL ENG FLAMEOUT – FUEL REMAINING checklist 
- #2 engine relit but flew back into ash cloud and flamed out again 
- #2 engine relit again around FL220 

- Reset and resume normal ops  
- Airspeeds erratic 
- Actioned QRH UNRELIABLE SPEED INDICATION checklist 
- All speeds crosschecked the same but wrong for level/pitch/power. 

Elected to follow the all ADR’s off path 
- Actioned QRH ALL ADR OFF checklist 
- Fly the BUSS into RPLL ILS 06 

PROFILE B 
- FO is PF 
- Depart RPLL 24 rwy hdg to 10000’ 
- Once clean speeds became erratic 
- Actioned “UNRELIABLE SPEED” memory items (10* pitch/CL thrust) 
- Actioned QRH UNRELIABLE SPEED INDICATION checklist 



- For level/pitch/power #3 ADR ISIS seemed ok but when selecting CAPT 
ON 3 switching (and FO ON 3) the speed was not the same as the ISIS so 
elected to follow all ADR’s off path 

- Actioned QRH ALL ADR OFF checklist 
- Flew the BUSS into RPLL ILS 06 

- Reposition to FL150 and 280kts 
- SI sits in FO seat to demo normal law pitch and bank protections, similar 

manoeuvre in alternate law and stall recovery. CN practices them. SI 
places aircraft in nose high and nose low banked unusual attitudes. CN 
recovers 

- Repeat of above for FO 
- In briefing and during session learn/practice new industry standard jet 

upset recovery procedure/mouth music: “STALL/ATTITUDE, I HAVE 
CONTROL” – “DISENGAGE?” – “PUSH?” – “ROLL?” – “THRUST?” – 
“STABILISE”….. 


